Radiobiological dose calculation parameters for cervix cancer brachytherapy: A systematic review.
The GEC-ESTRO recommendation in cervical cancer treatment planning, including external beam radiotherapy and brachytherapy boosts, is to use radiobiological dose calculations. Such calculations utilize the linear-quadratic model to estimate the effect of multiple cellular response factors and dose delivery parameters. The radiobiological parameters utilized in these calculations are literature values estimated based on clinical and experimental results. However, the impact of the uncertainties associated with these parameters is often not fully appreciated. This review includes a summary of the radiobiological dose calculation (for both high-dose-rate and pulsed-dose-rate brachytherapy boost treatments) for cervical cancer and a compilation of the reported values of the associated parameters. As discrepancies exist between conventionally recommended and published values, equivalencies between current brachytherapy boosts may be imprecise and could create underappreciated uncertainties in the radiobiological dose calculations. This review highlights these uncertainties by calculating the radiobiological dose delivered by the brachytherapy boost when assuming different radiobiological parameter values (within the range reported by previous research). Furthermore, conventional treatment planning does not consider the effects of proliferation of the tumor over the treatment time, which can significantly decrease its radiobiological dose and can introduce an additional variance of over 7 Gy10. Further investigation of uncertainties in parameter values and modifications of current dose models could improve the accuracy of radiobiological dose calculation.